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MediaSanta iPod Converter is a convert almost all video formats to iPod including 3GP to
iPod,AVI to iPod, ASF to iPod,WMV to iPod,AVS to iPod,MKV to iPod,MOV to iPod,3GP to
iPod,MP4 to iPod,MPG to iPod,MPEG to iPod, DAT to iPod, OGM to iPod,RM to iPod,RMVB
to iPod,TS to iPod,TP to iPod, IFO to iPod, NSV to iPod, MP3 to iPod,AAC to iPod,WAV to
iPod,WMA to iPod,CDA to iPod,FLAC to iPod,M4A to iPod,MID to iPod,MKA to iPod, MP2 to
iPod,MPA to iPod,MPC to iPod,APE to iPod,OFR to iPod,OGG to iPod,RA to iPod,WV to
iPod,TTA to iPod,AC3 to iPod,DTS to iPod,BMP to iPod,GIF to iPod,JPEG to iPod,JPG to
iPod,PNG to iPod.etc. You can convert iPod to other media formats including iPod to 3GP,
iPod to AVI, iPod to flv, iPod to iPod, iPod to MKV, iPod to MOV, iPod to MP4, iPod to OGG,
iPod to PSP, iPod to RM10, iPod to RM20, iPod to SWF, iPod to WMV, iPod to M1V, iPod to
M2V, iPod to AAC, iPod to AC3, iPod to MP2, iPod to MP3, iPod to WAV, iPod to WMA, iPod
to VCD, iPod to SVCD, iPod to DVD It has an unmatchable speed and high quality. 

Main Functions

Support convert video to iPod
Convert almost all video formats to iPod including 3GP to iPod,AVI to iPod, ASF to iPod,WMV
to iPod,AVS to iPod,MKV to iPod,MOV to iPod,3GP to iPod,MP4 to iPod,MPG to iPod,MPEG
to iPod, DAT to iPod, OGM to iPod,RM to iPod,RMVB to iPod,TS to iPod,TP to iPod, IFO to
iPod, NSV to iPod, MP3 to iPod,AAC to iPod,WAV to iPod,WMA to iPod,CDA to iPod,FLAC to
iPod,M4A to iPod,MID to iPod,MKA to iPod, MP2 to iPod,MPA to iPod,MPC to iPod,APE to
iPod,OFR to iPod,OGG to iPod,RA to iPod,WV to iPod,TTA to iPod,AC3 to iPod,DTS to
iPod,BMP to iPod,GIF to iPod,JPEG to iPod,JPG to iPod,PNG to iPod.etc

You can convert iPod to video
You can convert iPod to other media formats including iPod to 3GP, iPod to AVI, iPod to flv,
iPod to iPod, iPod to MKV, iPod to MOV, iPod to MP4, iPod to OGG, iPod to PSP, iPod to
RM10, iPod to RM20, iPod to SWF, iPod to WMV, iPod to M1V, iPod to M2V, iPod to AAC,
iPod to AC3, iPod to MP2, iPod to MP3, iPod to WAV, iPod to WMA, iPod to VCD, iPod to
SVCD, iPod to DVD

More customization provided
You can select video size, bit rate, NTSC/PAL, frame rate, audio codec, sample rate, etc

System Requirements:

Microsoft® Windows XP (SP2 or later), Windows Vista;
1GHz Intel/AMD processor or above;
256MB RAM (512MB or above recommended);
40MB free hard disk space for installation;
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Super VGA (800×600) resolution, 16-bit graphics card or higher;
DVD-ROM drive.
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